Take the guesswork out of managing your hydrants. ESO Hydrants tracks status and flow rates allowing your team to improve situational awareness, provide data for ISO requirements, and keep your hydrant network running like a well-oiled machine.

**Made for:** FIRE

---

**AUTOMATIC PREPLANS UPDATES**
Stop guessing which hydrants are out of service or need maintenance. Hydrants seamlessly connects with a record in Properties, which means your preplans are always up to date.

**MANAGE TASKS IN BULK**
Cut out unnecessary data entry by creating maintenance tasks and updating assignments in bulk. Hydrants saves you time for more important tasks.

**MANAGE WITH A MAP**
Managing and planning hydrant maintenance is a cinch when you can see everything on a map. View hydrants near your current location, service status, and quickly edit a hydrant record directly from the map.

**FIND KEY DATA IN A FLASH**
Easily search for your hydrants in a sortable list or view them on a map. Our user-friendly interface makes it easy to update essential hydrant info, so you always know what’s going on with the hydrants in your community.

**KEEP TABS ON HYDRANT STATUS**
Improve system monitoring by creating, sharing, reporting, and tracking maintenance tasks and testing. You’ll rest easy knowing your hydrants will work when you need them and meet industry and department standards.

**SEE PROPERTIES INFO IN ONE PLACE**
Create a Properties record and add a hydrant all at once, even during plan review or an inspection. Having hydrants and properties data in one place will improve situational awareness and prepare your team for any call.

Learn more about Hydrants at eso.com or call us today at 866-766-9471.